# DEVELOPMENTAL STRUCTURE

**UW-Parkside Educator Development Clinical Program**

### EDU 100
**Schooling**
- Systematic Observation
  - analysis
  - reflection *(reflective judgment)*

### EDU 200
**Community Based Learning**
- Systematic Observation
  - analysis
  - reflection *(reflective judgment)*

### EDU 300
- Video Workshop
- One on One Instruction
- Small Group Instruction

### EDU 310
- Whole Class Lesson
- Cooperative Group Lesson
- Conceptual Unit

### EDU 312
**Designed Learning Curriculum**

### EDU 314
**Assessment of Learning**

### EDU 400
- Conceptual Units in a Short Progression
  - Teacher Work Sample

### 402
**Instructional Models and Strategies**

### 404
**Differentiation & Diagnostic Assessment**

### 406
**Instructional Technologies and Design Model I**

### EDU 410
- Multi-concept Learning Progression
  - Emphasis on Planning for Professional Development
  - Action Research

### 412
**Literacy Development**

### 414
**Culturally Relevant Pedagogy**

### 416
**Instructional Technologies and Design Model II**

### EDU 425
- Full Semester Long Progressions
  - Full Responsibility on Day One
  - Reflection for Initial Educator PDP

### 420
**Residency Seminar**